Mopar alternator wiring

Basically, the Voltage Regulator completes the charging circuit and allows the alternator to
charge the system. When a certain voltage is obtained, the regulator "opens" or turns off the
circuit until the electrical system's voltage drops, then it completes the circuit again. The old
voltage regulators are repairable and rebuild able. The Dodge Shop manual available from a
number of vendors details how to do this. If you think your regulator is failing, open it up and
clean the "points" with some emory paper sometimes these points get corroded. The basic
circuit, shown in Diagram 2, is completely different. The two "FLD" terminals would appear as
though they were at approximately the 10 o'clock and 11 o'clock positions. The list of reason
include. Diagram 3 below describes how to install a 70 and later voltage regulator on a pre
Mopar. Diagram 3 Basically, a wire is added to the second field brush on the alternator. On the
original alternator, this brush is grounded to the case of the alternator, so you'll need to change
the alternator to a or newer style. The second field wire is connected to the outside plug on the
newer voltage regulator two plugs, one is in the middle, one is on the outside. The original field
wire that ran to the "FLD" plug on the original voltage regulator green wire needs to be
connected with the wire that ran to the "IGN" side of the original voltage regulator. This wire
both the old FLD and the old IGN need to be connected to the center plug on the newer voltage
regulator as well. One more important step is required, the new voltage regulator must have a
good case ground - to its mounting surface. If there isn't a good ground to the new voltage
regulator case, the charging system will not work. If a wiring modification of this level is not
something you wish to tackle, reproduction engine wire harnesses for pre Mopars can be
purchased that incorporate the newer voltage regulator and electronic ignition wiring and
connectors. Please read our Privacy Policy. There are 2 brushes in the alternator, each one has
a field terminal, one is labeled "FLD", the other is labeled "GND". The GND brush is grounded
with the brush mounting screw. This green wire is connected at the voltage regulator at the
"FLD" connection with a screw. The other connection on the voltage regulator is a blue wire
with a female plug end. This is the "IGN" Ignition side. Diagram 1. Diagram 2. Diagram 3. Log In
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a CB radio might have been the height of electrically-driven accessories in the s, the 21st
century has birthed a host of power-sucking products that have become very common in the
muscle car world. Amperage in excess of what the factory intended can easily melt a bulkhead
terminal, cook the charge wire, or smoke out an ammeter. Without a doubt, the stock charging
system in a restored car with all new stock-style components is as reliable as they come.
Hundreds of thousands of Mopars have gone millions of miles on those OEM setups. Output on
these early units is throttled by controlling the power going to the field circuit. Above: Fresh out
of the box, the Mopar alternator was an eye-catcher. The main difference is that output on
electronically-regulated systems is throttled by controlling the ground side of the field circuit.
The combination of control method and improved electronics made it a huge improvement over
the older version. Though never offered by Chrysler, aftermarket one-wire systems made their
way into the mix sometime in the s. As the name suggests, the allure was streamlined wiring
and, in most cases, more output. On all but the most faithful of restorations, most Mopars have
been the recipient of the simple upgrade from round to square-back. However, years of added
accessories and slowly-decaying wiring recently brought it to its knees. After all, a custom
high-performance ignition system, electric fuel pump, aftermarket radio, O2 sensor, and some
data-logging equipment were all way too taxing on the factory setup anyway. Above: Comparing
the two, there were very few discernible external differences between them. All the excitement
was on the inside of the Mopar one-wire. Right out of the box, its natural finish aluminum case
and vintage Mopar emblem were a step in the right direction. A visual comparison between it
and the original alternator netted few discernible differences. The case is cast in almost the
exact same shape with stock mounting locations and the signature square-back design all
intact. Of course, the big difference is inside. That unsuspecting case hides a regulator and
enough guts to merit its massive amp rating. The benefit of the internal regulator is the one-wire
hookup. Without a remote regulator like factory, all wiring except the charge wire is contained
onboard the alternator itself. This both simplifies installation and cleans up the engine bay as
two less wires are necessary. Above: The factory charging system ran all amperage through the
bulkhead and ammeter. Both were weak points after upgrading to higher output. Simplified
wiring replaced the factory stuff with something much more robust. To start with, the ammeter
had to go. In no scenario would it be burly enough to handle that kind of amperage in the event
that it was needed. For this application, removing the ammeter from the circuit involved much
more than just bypassing the gauge; the undersized bulkhead terminals that were set to melt at

any time also needed to be eliminated. To do so, we decided to route power through a
heavy-duty pass-through junction stud. Rated for amps, it would have no problem handling
anything the high-output alternator could throw at it. Above: Custom cables were made to
ensure proper charge wire sizing. A custom fuse panel was mounted under the dash for our
various add-on accessories. We also needed a means of protection in the event of something
like a dead short, so a circuit breaker was selected to match the maximum amperage output on
the test report. From there, it was just a matter of connecting the dots. From the alternator stud
to the pass-through junction, our reference chart showed that 6 gauge wire would do the trick.
Each cable received crimped terminals and heat shrink protection. Above: Wiring at the
alternator was really simple with only a power stud bottom and a ground stud top needing to be
connected. The stock V-belt was retained. Proper grounding is vitally important in any electrical
system and while the alternator should theoretically ground itself through the brackets and
engine, we added a dedicated ground to the frame per instruction. The internal regulator
throttles output through the ground circuit just like an external one would, so grounding is
important in both cases. In general, too many is just enough when it comes to ground wires.
Since we were this deep into the wiring and adding a new gauge cluster at the same time, two
auxiliary fuse panels were added under the dash: one for switched power and one for constant.
With the ammeter circuit no longer powered, it was necessary to provide a power feed to the
dash. The extra fuse panels offered quick hookup for that as well as other accessories like the
electric fuel pump and ignition. Battery voltage with the engine at high idle was an acceptable
Connections made, it was time for a test. First checks were for blown fuses or non-functioning
accessories, of which there were none. Multimeter in hand, the second stop was the trunk to
measure voltage at the battery. As expected, the Mopar alternator had it right on the money at
Under hood, we were glad to be rid of the oozing old regulator and unnecessary wiring. Above
all, rock-steady charging regardless of RPM finally gave us some peace of mind at a stoplight.
Rather than revving the engine to keep the headlights from flickering, we were able to focus on
more important matters: mashing the gas on green to beat any challenging minivans to the next
light. Above: The one-wire Mopar alternator really cleaned up engine bay wiring while also
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upgrade. Joined Dec 18, Messages 28 Reaction score Guys need help with a alternator upgrade.
Running fitech, electric fans ,fuel pump. Riverside area Moreno Valley. A few things to note
about the early Mopar charging system. Read before you put anymore load on the factory
wiring. Thanks for the info. I have bypass the ammeter.. Have a separate oil pressure gauge.
How can I wire the vr to the one field amp alternator. Both are external vr. So no other wiring is
in the car? Race car? Why a amp alternator? You already have it and just want to use it? What
exactly do you already have? Not a race car.. I meant the only things wired in the cluster are the
fuel gauge and the speedometer. My fitech controller has all new wiring to the rest of the
components. I am running electric fans with relays, headlights with a relay kit,msd ignition, efi,..
At night with lights and when fans come on volts go down to below 12 v.. Here is more info. This
is a perfect example of what happens when you start to modify or "hot rod" any factory
designed system. Electrical or not. Domino effect. One change always requires more other
changes. Get a "system". Get a system? All I wanted was some info.. I thought this is what this
forum was for. Sorry to have bother you. Dude you sound angry I will figure it out thanks.
Electrical always takes me a lot of reading and research. Have you read through the info that I

have posted? Your answer should be there. My point is that I want to know why things work.
Some people just want the answer. A system means a compatible combination. Could be just 2
things. Not always complex. Why isn't there anybody else posting on this? I run dual electric
fans with a controller. All factory guages work perfectly. Alternator is 75amp. Factory voltage
regulator. Disregard any highlights as I was working on different issues. Thank you very much. I
will go thru it when I get home from work. Maybe i can just hook up green wire from vr to 1 field
alt and the blue one to a hot with ignition on. MerlinsMopars Well-Known Member. Joined Dec
16, Messages Reaction score Im pretty sure the single wire goes with the old style points setup.
You might have to change the voltage reg to the old style. It might be best to sell that 1 and get
a 2 wire. Mancini has a amp. Local parts stores may have 1 also. Probably easier than going
thru and changing the harness wiring. Most will suggest not to use 1 that big but if your wiring
is in good shape, you should be ok. I have 1 in my 68 and I have no issues. Think you run the
blue from the alt to the points style regulator and out to the harness plug. Eliminate the green.
Check the diagrams 1st tho. MerlinsMopars s
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aid:. There you go. Read on and get "the rest of the story". Last edited: Mar 16, Ok so I found a
amp alternator from tuff stuff with 2 field.. As soon as i get and install it i will keep you posted. I
was trying to use the one field one my friend gave me cause it was new and free. I just installed
a gear vendors overdrive so was trying to save some money but Dodgeboy Well-Known
Member. I used the 90amp nismo alt from my dodge shadow and fab'd up a mounting bracket
and installed in my I by-passed the ameter and ran a second wire to the battery from the alt so
the factory wire wouldn't burn up. Didn't have time to re-wire the car. Its been working fine for
far, 4 years in. Off the top of my head I forget what major changes were made from so i don't
know how easy it will be for you. Mine was a simple swap, fab'ing a new alt bracket was the
hardest but still pretty easy. And just for reference, a pic of my set up. Pretty simple. All good
fellows! You must log in or register to reply here.

